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Introduction 

 Between March and August of 2011, a survey project was conducted on an unidentified 
vessel that washed up on to Sleeping Bear Dunes National Lakeshore, most likely during the 
intense storm of October 25-27, 2010 (NPS). Though shipwrecks are not uncommon on the 
lakebed of Lake Michigan, especially within the Manitou Passage that borders Sleeping Bear 
Dunes National Lakeshore, it is rare for a vessel as intact and as well preserved as this specimen 
to wash this far ashore. While the location upon which the vessel washed ashore is to some 
extent isolated from the public, the possibility of human as well as natural risks to the site 
necessitated an archaeological survey be performed on the site as soon as weather conditions 
made surveying possible.  

The NASII students involved in the project chose this particular site based on the diving 
proficiency levels of all participants involved. The appearance of this vessel afforded non-diving 
NAS students with a unique opportunity to appreciate what is generally experienced by local 
divers: the preservation of in-situ shipwrecks in the Manitou Passage. The threat-led project was 
completed with several goals in mind: 

1. Complete a 2D survey of the site 
2. Identify any threats to the site, human or natural, and determine the nature of those 

threats. 
3. Complete historic research on the area to aid in possible identification of the vessel 
4. Complete a photographic survey of the site, documenting any changes that may have 

occurred since the vessel washed ashore 
5. Identify the vessel. 

Completion of a two-dimensional survey and the determination of threats to the sites were the 
primary aims of the project.  The project was low risk over-all, with the only high-risk goal being 
the identification of the vessel. However, given the experience and limited scientific knowledge 
base of those involved, budgetary constraints of the project, and legal constraints, being unable 
to positively identify the vessel was considered to be an acceptable risk. 

 Prior to any field work being done, project participants and volunteers conducted 
historical research in order to better understand the local area and the nature of the vessel. The 
library research was conducted at various places, including the Northwestern Michigan College 
(NMC) Osterlin library and Traverse Area District Library (TADL). Local historical research 
was carried out at the Sleeping Bear Dunes Philip A. Hart Visitor’s Center in Empire, the U.S 
Coast Guard Maritime Museum in Glen Haven, and the Leelanau Historical Society in Leland, 
Michigan. In order to gain a broader understanding of the nature of the typologies of vessels that 
travelled the Great Lakes, internet research was also conducted through the electronic Historical 
Collections of the Great Lakes maintained through Bowling Green State University in Bowling 
Green, OH. 
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Location 

 

Fig 1 Michigan and the Great Lakes (Google Earth 2009)
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Fig 2 Manitou Passage, Lake Michigan (Google Earth 2010) 

 

 

Fig 3  Sleeping Bear Point, Sleeping Bear Dunes National Lakeshore (Google Earth) 
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History: The Site in Context 

The Manitou Passage, situated between Point Betsie and Cathead Point on the southern 

lakeshore borders and South Manitou Island and North Manitou Island on the northern borders 

has historically been a problematic passage for ships to navigate. After the completion of the Erie 

canal in 1826, the Manitou Passage was often used as a short-cut by ships travelling from eastern 

port cities such as New York City to western ports like Chicago, Detroit, and Cleveland. Its use 

was advantageous in that it not only saved shipping time, but also offered small docking ports in 

the event of bad weather or the need to resupply with food or cordwood (NPS). But for all of the 

advantages, the Manitou Passage was a dangerous stretch of open water to navigate without the 

aid of current technology. Local maritime historians disagree on the number of vessels that have 

gone down in the Manitou Passage, with estimates being between one hundred and one hundred-

thirty ships, the last highly publicized of which was the Francisco Morazan in the fall of 1960.1 

The reason for the number of accidents varies, but can be related to the geography of the 

lakebed: it is erratic throughout the passage, at times rising from six to twenty-three feet below 

the water’s surface closer to the shore and dropping to over three hundred feet toward the middle 

of the passage, sharply rising again in some places2. Weather along Lake Michigan has been 

known to change quickly, forcing navigators to maneuver their vessels closer to the shore in 

order to avoid capsizing because of the significantly large waves. In order to achieve this, it was 

not uncommon for ships to hug the shoreline along the southern border of the Manitou Passage 

as closely as possible, where the water depth was uncertain, ranging at its present day between 

six and twenty-three feet (NOAA). Trying to out-run storms could also prove to be a dangerous 

maneuver, as fast moving wind storms could beach large ships caught too close to the unstable 

shoreline (NPS). 

Michigan, particularly the northern-lower portion of the state, is a region of North 

America that has been lived in by many significant cultures, ranging from the indigenous Ottawa 

and Chippewa tribes to the primarily French and British settlers during the 17th century. Prior to 

European settlement, the area was rich in natural resources that would later be important to the 

economic livelihood of European settlers. After the settlement of the area, the natives were an 

                                                            
1 See appendix for map of well known sites in Manitou Passage 
2 For topography of the lakebed of the Manitou Passage, see appendix. 
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instrumental part of the French fur-trade that flourished in New France, trapping animals such as 

beaver, whose pelts were at a high demand in France.  As a condition of the 1763 Treaty of Paris 

that concluded the Seven Years War in Europe, the land belonging to France that included 

Michigan was ceded to the British.  

After the American Revolutionary War, settlement into Michigan territory remained 

gradual. The opening of the Erie Canal connecting New York City to Detroit in 1825 was a 

primary reason for the increase in settlers that the area saw because the travel time from the 

eastern United States had been reduced considerably. Michigan had gone from a sparsely 

populated region to one that qualified for United States statehood as soon as 1835. Agriculture 

became a means of sustainability for those living in the remotest portions of Michigan, as did 

copper and iron ore mining, and lumber. The state itself 

became a leader in lumber production for the US during 

the decades of the mid-nineteenth century. The Great 

Lakes proved to be vital to the economy of Michigan, 

with most of the shipping being done utilizing the Great 

Lakes. Cities like Chicago and Detroit became major port 

cities and small towns began to spring up on the 

shorelines of Lake Michigan and Lake Superior. 

Shipping traffic began to steadily increase in the 

mid-nineteenth century, with cargo and freight ships 

running between the major port cities of Detroit on the 

southeastern border of the state and Chicago on the southwestern border. Copper and iron ore 

were shipped from the Upper Peninsula while agricultural items such as fruit, flour, other grains, 

and lumber were shipped primarily from areas across the Lower Peninsula. Changes in ship-

building technology forced merchants to find ways to shorten the time between ports in order to 

increase profitability. One such way was the Manitou Passage, a northern Lake Michigan 

passage that was considered a shortcut between Chicago and other Lake Michigan ports. It was 

convenient because it offered shelter from quickly approaching storms but it could also prove to 

be dangerous because of the shoals that can rise steeply near the shore. Depending on the source, 

Fig 4 Point Betsie Lighthouse  
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between 100-130 ships wrecked in the Manitou Passage, with varying accounts from the 

lighthouse keepers, ships’ captains, the Coast Guard, and private landowners in the area. 

Because of the increase shipping traffic, a lighthouse was constructed on South Manitou 

Island in 1838 to help ships navigate the passage. Once shipping began to increase more rapidly, 

the lighthouse was upgraded to a one-hundred foot tower in 1871. To further aid in navigating 

the passage, a second lighthouse was constructed on the southern border of the passage at Point 

Betsie in 1858. But the lighthouses could only aid in navigation, not prevent accidents from 

occurring. Life- saving stations were built along the shores of the Great Lakes, in particular the 

Manitou Passage, in an attempt to save the lives of those aboard ships that would find themselves 

in distress. By the turn of the 19th century there were nearly sixty of these stations, “including the 

one at Point Betsie, about 19 miles southwest of Sleeping Bear Point, and one on North Manitou 

Island about 15 miles north of Sleeping Bear Point… In 1901, two identical life-saving stations 

were constructed to guard the Manitou Passage, one on South Manitou Island and one at 

Sleeping Bear Point.” (NPS) Unfortunately, all of the navigational aids and life saving stations 

could not prevent ships from going down in the passage, as evidenced by the wreckage that 

washed ashore in October 2010. 

On October 26, 2010 the Great Lakes area 

was struck by the strongest storm “ever recorded in 

the Continental US” (National Weather Service). 

With winds that reached between forty and sixty 

miles per hour and waves that topped twenty-two 

feet, this inland hurricane was stronger in intensity 

than the storm that sank the Edmund Fitzgerald in 

November 1975 (NPS). It has been speculated that 

the intensity and the duration of this “super storm” 

stirred up the lakebed along the shoreline of 

northern Lake Michigan, allowing the waves to 

wash up a significant piece of unidentified wreckage onto the beach of Sleeping Bear Dunes 

National Lakeshore. The unusual weather patterns continued, with post-cyclonic temperatures 

becoming unseasonably warm, nearly seventy degrees in some places (NWS). According to the 

Fig 5 October 2010 “Super Storm” (NWS 2011) 
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Traverse City Record Eagle, it was in this rare weather in November that two hikers came to find 

the vessel, located on the southwest side of Sleeping Bear Point, approximately ¼ mile north of 

the end of the Cottonwood Trail dune climb (2010). 

Though it is not unusual for debris from shipwrecks to wash on to the shores lining the 

Manitou Passage, it is uncommon for the pieces to be so large and in such recognizable 

condition. After a landslide near Sleeping Bear Point in 1913, a piece of wreckage was exposed 

that is believed to be from either the steamer St. Nicholas which wrecked in 1857 or the schooner 

Caledonia which went down in 1862 (1990:126). In 1988, a piece of what was later identified at 

the port side of the brigantine James McBride was found approximately one mile south of 

Sleeping Bear Point. All three vessels went down in storms in relatively shallow water and in 

close proximity to this site. 

Methodology 

 In March 2011 a project plan was drawn up in preparation for archaeological survey of 

the site.3 During an initial visit to the site, it was determined that the structure was in danger to 

exposure from the elements and a threat led project was deemed necessary. This conclusion was 

reached based on comparisons of photographs that were taken of the site by local news 

organizations and project volunteers when the wreck originally washed ashore in October 2010 

and photographs taken by project members and volunteers in March 2011.4 Further photographic 

analyses were completed as part of the historical research portion of the project, with site visits 

being conducted by various project volunteers in April, May and June. 

 Historical research was conducted between the months of March and June. Project 

members visited the local Historical Society in Leelanau, MI as well as the Sleeping Bear 

Maritime Museum and the Sleeping Bear Dunes Visitor’s Center in Empire, MI for information 

on the local area. Primary research was conducted through the Northwestern Michigan College 

Osterlin Library for information on the vessel and the Traverse Area District Library (TADL). 

 

                                                            
3 See appendix for project plan 
4 For photographic comparisons, see Appendix. Note the changes in water level as well as the dynamic movement 
of the sand that continuously covers and uncovers the onshore wreck. 
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 Site Analysis and Conditions 

 An on-site survey was 

conducted on July 12, 2011. Upon 

reaching the site, there were 

unforeseen environmental 

changes that would affect the 

structure itself, most of which had 

taken place since the initial site 

visit in March, reinforcing the 

need for the threat led survey. 

While water levels had increased 

only slightly from the time the 

vessel had initially washed on shore in October 2010, the increased water level risks further 

damage as a result of the freeze/refreeze process during the harsh northern Michigan winter 

temperatures.  

The geographic location of the site also leaves it susceptible to the damaging effect of 

sand dunes. This was apparent when researches reached the site on the date of the survey and 

later during comparative photographic analysis. Winds had shifted sand, covering and 

uncovering the site over a nine month period, making identification of the vessel through only 

survey difficult. Also the site, although relatively remote insofar as distance from convenient 

parking, was still near enough to a popular local tourist destination. The structure is along a well-

travelled hiking route, known especially to shipwreck hunters from the local area. Local media 

coverage increased knowledge of the site, subsequently increasing popularity of the site. Project 

volunteers answered inquiries from interested hikers regarding the site during the survey, further 

demonstrating public awareness of the site. Within approximately three meters of the structure 

was a fire pit, complete with firewood.5 Though the firewood remained unused, the potential for 

site destruction due to detrimental human activity further necessitated this threat-led survey.  

Finally, upon closer inspection of the vessel, there were signs of vandalism: names/initials had 

been carved or burned into the wreckage as recently as July 11, 2011- the day before the survey.  

                                                            
5 See appendix for photographs of human disturbance(s) 

Fig 6 Heavy snow fall combined with Arctic temperatures can cause further 
damage to the vessel. (Thomas‐Boyd 2011) 
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Safety protocols for foreshore 

sites as outlined by NAS were followed 

and all project participants and 

volunteers were made aware of these 

protocols. There were no dive logs that 

were kept for this site, as this was a non-

diving survey. Weather was the primary 

safety concern, but all risks were 

assessed and minimized. As an 

interesting side-note, the number of 

mussels that were observed in the 

project plan as a potential safety hazard along the route to the site were noticeably absent on the 

date of the survey. Reasons for this are unknown. 

 The vessel’s primary material was white oak, a common building material of 

ships until iron had been fully adopted in the early 20th century. The metal nuts, bolts, and rods 

were made of a ferrous material, likely iron or steel, and were showing signs of rust. The wood 

showed signs of burning, which suggests that the vessel may have had a propulsion system other 

than sails, or that the cause of the ship’s demise was fire. There was no algae on the wood, which 

points to the wreckage having been covered completely by sand on the lakebed for an extended 

period of time prior to it washing ashore in October 2010. There was only slight evidence of 

mussel activity on what may be the keel, but the lack of mussels attached to the vessel may be 

due to the site’s exposure to air. 

The survey team was composed entirely of NASII students and the on-site advisor. Basic 

measurements were taken by hand with the use of tape measures that were provided by the 

Sociology department of NMC. Weather conditions were conducive to surveying, with only a 

light wind from the WNW at approximately 5-10 mph. Approximately 250 individual points 

were taken with the use of a Leica EDM, courtesy of NMC, making the lions share of the data 

gathering quick, precise and easily modified. Even though measurements were made by hand 

they were few in comparison to the hundreds of data points that were achieved with speed and 

accuracy using the EDM. 

Fig 7 Movement of the waves made surveying  difficult. (Thomas‐
Boyd, 2011) 
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 The first measurements taken were used as a baseline from which the points on the 

shipwreck could be measured against. This process went quickly. The next set of measurements 

went quickly as well, but not quite as fast as the baseline readings that were gathered from the 

shore because the ship was mostly submerged. After the data had been retrieved from the EDM, 

it was a matter of simple data entry to punch the coordinates into the Site Recorder 4 program, 

which was much easier than doing it by hand. The coordinates were plotted out automatically 

with geo spatial referencing. The use of the Leica E.D.M. in tandem with Site Recorder 4 made 

the process of measurement and documentation of the site fast, efficient, and accurate; more so 

than it would have been if done by hand. 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

 This project has been unable to definitively identify the vessel based on the information 

that was gathered, both on site and through historical research. However, there are several 

possible identities for the ship that were determined through location of the site, condition of the 

material, and the construction of the ship itself. Representatives from Sleeping Bear National 

Lakeshore suggest that based on what may be engine mounts, this is the remnants of an 

unidentified fish-tug. The local history would support this theory, as the towns lining the 

lakeshore developed a strong fishing industry alongside the profitable lumber mills and fruit 

orchards. There are also what appear to be some signs of wood charring in what could be the 

area of the engine mounts, further supporting the idea that this was a tug.  Local historian George 

Weeks briefly notes that there was one particular tug that was well-known in the area- the Alice 

J. Day- which did go down after catching fire and burning to the water line in the early 1900’s 

(2005).  

In an unofficial assessment of the site, Great Lakes maritime historian Brendon Baillod 

made observations that would support the assessment that the vessel is a lightweight fish tug 

(2011). Based on cursory examination of photos of the site, Baillod believes that the craft looks 

as though it were lightly constructed: the oak planks that were used to construct the outer hull 

appear to be thin and the keel looks to be relatively small when compared to a vessel of heavier 

and sturdier construction that would have been used for long-distance shipping. The cast iron 

bracket that was just visible on the date of the survey looks to be a bracket that would have aided 
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in holding the engine in place. According to Baillod, the cast iron bracket looked to be hand-

forged and would place the boat’s construction in the decades between 1890-1930.  

Ross Richardson, a local historian specializing in ships that have gone down closer to the 

area that the vessel was found in, believes that there is a possibility that archaeology researchers 

might be looking at the General Taylor (2011). The General Taylor was a passenger/cargo 

screw-steamer that served the Great Lakes region carrying flour and other general merchandise 

between 1848 and 1862 (2008). A fall storm stranded the General Taylor at Sleeping Bear Point 

in October 1862, where it was driven into the shoals and run aground (1984). What may be the 

keel does not go through the entire structure and upon closer inspection appears to have been 

broken. Whether the beam broke when the ship sank or at some point between sinking and 

washing ashore is undetermined at this point, but thus far the evidence is suggestive that the 

vessel was larger than a fish tug.  

From the initial date of the project plan in March 2011, the site has changed in several 

significant ways: 

1. Damage to the artifact has been done due to human activity. Graffiti in the form of 

carvings has damaged both rib sections; the most recent was dated “7/11/11”- the day 

before the survey was taken.  

2. Located within fifteen feet of the site was the beginning of a fire pit. Upon further 

inspection, the wood within the pit did not include pieces of the shipwreck however 

the close proximity of the two would be very detrimental to this cultural resource.  

3. Sand has covered and uncovered the site and water levels have changed. 

The vessel’s previous in situ location lent somewhat better protection from the natural elements 

and certainly from human interference. Now that the vessel is exposed to the constant 

freeze/thaw cycle of the seasons above the water’s surface, the speed of deterioration due to 

nature will likely increase as will the amount of human contact.  It is recommended that 

monitoring surveys be conducted at regular intervals so that the rate of human damage and 

natural decay can be observed. In order to prevent further human activity, it is recommended that 

the National Parks Service police the site more closely. Given the lack of resources available for 

this suggestion, appropriate signage reminding hikers of the consequences of defacing federal 
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property would be suitable 

as a short term solution. It 

would be in the best interest 

of the vessel if a more 

protective outlook were 

taken regarding the 

protection of the structure. It 

is suggested that the 

National Park Service and 

the Manitou Passage 

Underwater Preserve 

actively work in tandem to 

protect this significant piece of cultural heritage from further harm.  

Future of Research 

 The Traverse City Record Eagle published a report of another shipwreck washing ashore 

near the location of the surveyed vessel. According to the report, the new wreckage may be that 

of a schooner named Jennie and Annie that went down in 1872 (2012). However, the proximity 

of the reportedly new site suggests that it may be part of the vessel that was surveyed in July 

2011. It is suggested that a team survey the wreckage in order to help determine not only the 

nature of the new site, but also attempt to verify its identity.  

 

 

 

 

Fig 7 Vandalism on the wreck was as recent as the day before the survey.
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Shipwrecks in the Manitou Passage 
 

 
Fig 8  Some of the well known shipwrecks within the Manitou Passage. (michiganpreserves.org  2011) 
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Sleeping Bear Dunes National Lakeshore: Project Plan 

 

Roles:  

 Project Team Leader: Margie Thomas-Boyd 

 Project Safety Officer: Marisa Glazier 

 Archaeological Supervisor: Dr. Mark Holley 

 Other Team Members: Nic Murdock 

 

Research Question:  

The research questions this project will answer are: 

 What is the nature and extent of the vessels that washed up along the shoreline at 

Sleeping Bear Dunes National Lakeshore in the autumn of 2010? 

 What is the nature of the threat to the sites? 

 This project will attempt to identify these wrecks. 

 Aims: 

 Gather historical information from historical societies as a means to place vessels in 

historical context, such as Northport, Glen Arbor, Empire, Manitou Island 

 Contact National Park Service for information on the location of various shipwrecks in 

the vicinity of the national park 

 Research newspapers from surrounding areas  

 Speak with local sports divers from the area who may have noticed any noted differences 

in submerged sites since 2010 

 Survey both sites 

 Perform a 2-D survey of each site, using the EDM provided by the Social Sciences 

Department of NMC 
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Objectives: 

 Position fix each site using GPS provided by the Anthropology Department of NMC  

 Photograph each site  

 Identities of the vessels are not necessary to this threat-led research project; only the 

nature of the degradation.  

Tasks: 

Pre-field work (May 2010 and prior) 

 Arrange for and obtain educational fee waiver, permits for survey, assessments, and all 

educational or research related work from National Park Service  

 Arrange transportation to and/or meeting place in Glen Arbor 

 Research any documents relating to these specific sites, including published news articles 

in local newspapers, magazines, and published historical maritime manuscripts 

 Visit the site(s) to make an initial assessment, document latitude and longitude of each 

wreck 

 Determine where the handwritten assessments, sketches, and journals will be sent. 

 Arrange for access to CAD software and assistance through Math & Science Dept of 

NMC 

 

Field Work (June)  

Site 1: 

 Perform a pre-disturbance survey of the site using photography  

 Assess damage to the site, taking into account exposure to elements and tourists 

 Using NAS pro-forma complete a recording survey  

 

Site 2: 

 Perform a pre-disturbance survey of the site using photography  

 Assess damage to the site, taking into account exposure to elements and tourists 

 Using NAS pro-forma complete a recording survey 
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Post-field work (June-July) 

 Utilize a version of CAD software provided by Math & Science Dept. at NMC to render 

a computer image of both sites 

 Process project as monograph for publication in peer reviewed journal 

 Create NAS II monograph 

Equipment Needed 

 Tape Measures, clipboards- Social Sciences Dept 

 Scale- Social Sciences Dept 

 EDM- Social Sciences Dept 

 GPS- Social Sciences Dept 

 Digital Camera with extra batteries- Margie Thomas-Boyd 

 First Aid Kit- Marisa Glazier 

 NAS pro-forma- NAS website 

Health and Safety 

 This is a foreshore project that requires no diving. The primary goal of this project is to 

survey the two on shore sites that washed ashore and are currently under imminent threat to the 

elements and treasure seekers. The greatest dangers to the team will be the sun exposure, 

dehydration, the sites and immediate surrounding areas. A team briefing will be conducted each 

morning prior to accessing the site to discuss team goals or any hazardous conditions that may 

arise. All assignments for the day will be given out at these morning meetings. If at any time any 

team member does not feel comfortable that s/he can perform an assigned task for any reason 

(inexperience, safety, confidence) it must be reported immediately to the Safety Officer or 

Project Manager so that the task may be delegated accordingly. Though this is not a diving 

survey, safety is still the main priority. 
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 To minimize sun exposure, all team members are required to wear appropriate clothing, 

sun block with a minimum SPF of 30, a hat and protective eyewear as needed. A first aid kit will 

be provided as necessary in the event of mild sunburn.   

 The weather does allow for unpredictability. The safety officer will monitor the weather 

as closely as possible and keep the team updated on significant weather changes. It is 

recommended that all team members bring plenty of water, in order to minimize the risk of 

dehydration.  

 The route to the sites may also prove to be a danger to team members. Access to both 

sites along the lakeshore may be somewhat unstable due to uneven sand or gravel. The shoreline 

is also sporadically covered in zebra mussels, which are sharp and will cut the sole of a human 

foot. To minimize the danger along the lakeshore, team members are required to wear closed-

toed shoes when walking to the site along the lakeshore. Alternate access to the site(s) may be 

just as unstable because of the sandy terrain, but are clearly marked along the “dune walk.” The 

sand is very soft in places and the climb is steep to and from the site. Difficulty of access varies 

on the route taken; the route to each site will need to be decided upon before accessing the site. 

 The site(s) itself will also have a minimal risk. Both are wooden, with some degree of 

what looks like ferrous material protruding from the wreckage (large screws, bolts, and iron 

rods). To decrease the risk of injury, team members are required to wear closed-toed shoes with 

no laces (Wellington-style is preferable) when surveying the site.  As a precaution, team 

members should also make sure all tetanus shots are current. A first aid kit will be provided by 

the safety officer in the event of minor scrapes or cuts, with all injuries being assessed on site. 

 At no time is any team member to leave the site without the express knowledge of the 

Safety officer or the Project Leader. In the event of injury, the safety officer will be providing a 

first aid kit and all injuries will be assessed accordingly. Due to the remote location of the sites, 

all safety precautions should be taken, and team members are reminded that there is no cell 

phone service in the area. A set of walkie-talkies will be provided by the safety officer to enable 

team communication. The nearest hospital and emergency room is Munson Medical Center in 

Traverse City, MI. 
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Products 

 NAS II monograph 

 Article for publication in peer reviewed journal 

 Historical informational brochure to local historical societies in Empire and Glen Arbor 

and Welcome Center  

 Power-point presentation of findings to be presented at a minimum of 2 NAS approved 

conferences or summits 

 Record presentation to be streamed on website 

Budget 

 Fuel for travel- personal 

 Parking permits- provided by National Park Service 

 Publication- Social Science Dept at NMC 

 Photography- personal 

 Food, Water- personal 

All receipts will be kept for items purchased for expenses relating specifically to the 

Sleeping Bear Dunes Sites and turned in to the Project Manager. 

Timeline 

 A pre-survey survey was done of both sites in March 2011. Initial coordinates of 

Site 1: 44˚54.135N 86˚03.814W  

Site 2: 44˚54.135N 86˚04.118W 

 An official project plan was drawn up in April of 2011.  

 Historical research will be conducted prior to and during May 2011. 

 Survey of site(s) will take place in June 2011 

 Data will have been gathered, edited, reports written, final publications in editing phases 

in July 2011 

 Project to be submitted to Dr. Holley, NAS, NPS, and various organizations for 

presentation by August 1, 2011 
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 Handwritten journaling will be sent to Sleeping Bear Maritime Museum at Sleeping Bear 

Dunes National Lakeshore 

Results to be presented in Lansing, MI at State Archaeology Day Conference in October 2011.
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Topography of Manitou Passage 
 

 
Fig 9 Topographic chart of Manitou Passage (NOAA 2012) 
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Comparative Photos 

 

Fig 10 November 2010  (Kelly 2010) 

 

 

Fig 11 November 2010 (Kroupa 2010) 
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Fig 12 November 2010 (Kroupa) 

 

 

 

Fig 13 March 2011 Note water levels and ice/sand coverage. (Thomas‐Boyd 2011) 
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Fig 14 March 2011 (Thomas‐Boyd 2011) Note water‐levels. 

 

 

Fig 15 March 2011. Note the coverage of the keel by sand. (Thomas‐Boyd 2011) 
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Fig 16 July 2011. Water levels have changed and sand that covered vessel has shifted. (Tomey 2011) 

 

 

Fig 17 (Tomey 2011) 
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Fig 18 Sand had shifted off of beam, re‐exposing the material to the weather and waves. (Tomey 2011) 
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Fig 19 Fire pit closely located to site was not present during earlier trips to the site. (Thomas‐Boyd 2011) 

 

 

Fig 20  Lack of mussels likely due to exposure to dry air (Tomey 2011) 
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Fig 21  Site Plan by Margie Thomas‐Boyd 
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Fig 22  Site Plan by Dr. Mark W. Holley 
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Table 1: Point Data 

Rem Sleeping Bear Wreck 
Rem July 2011 
Rem Keel A 
Point 1014.46 , 1016.904 
Point 989.537 , 1007.24 
Point 989.887 , 1006.428 
Point 1014.944 , 1016.339 
Point 1014.46 , 1016.904 
 
Rem Cross Rib B 
point 987.015 , 1013.437 
point 986.487 , 1013.066 
point 991.473 , 999.283 
point 991.951 , 999.564 
point 991.899 , 999.978 
point 992.074 , 1000.174 
point 987.015 , 1013.437 
 
Rem Cross Rib C 
point 984.186 , 1013.078 
point 983.151 , 1012.936 
point 988.882 , 997.415 
point 989.865 , 997.845 
point 984.186 , 1013.078 
 
Rem Keel D 
point 992.141 , 998.697 
point 992.135 , 998.828 
point 992.278 , 998.938 
point 992.202 , 999.117 
point 992.036 , 999.068 
point 991.951 , 999.173 
point 990.463 , 998.506 
point 990.376 , 998.336 
point 989.891 , 997.976 
point 987.797 , 997.447 
point 988.353 , 997.115 
point 988.485 , 996.56 
point 991.89  , 998.396 
point 992.141 , 998.697 
 
Rem Board E 
point 993.357 , 998.088 
point 988.701 , 996.03 
point 987.813 , 995.295 

point 989  , 995.643 
point 993.58  ,  997.664 
point 993.357 , 998.088 
 
Rem Ribs F 
point 993.237 , 998.92 
point 992.824 , 998.769 
point 993.125 , 998.036 
point 993.526 , 998.168 
point 993.237 , 998.92 
point 992.801 , 998.022 
point 992.583 , 998.692 
point 991.994 , 998.254 
point 992.318 , 997.51 
point 992.801 , 998.022 
point 992.262 , 997.485 
point 992.011 , 998.169 
point 991.482 , 997.917 
point 991.819 , 997.036 
point 992.262 , 997.485 
point 991.743 , 996.953 
point 991.433 , 997.918 
point 991.103 , 997.768 
point 991.448 , 996.79 
point 991.743 , 996.953 
point 991.359 , 996.712 
point 991.034 , 997.752 
point 990.885 , 997.619 
point 991.208 , 996.677 
point 991.359 , 996.712 
point 991.12  , 996.76 
point 990.821 , 997.62 
point 990.458 , 997.446 
point 990.792 , 996.67 
point 991.12  , 996.76 
point 990.719 , 996.377 
point 990.378 , 997.424 
point 989.989 , 997.134 
point 990.28  , 996.099 
point 990.719 , 996.377 
point 990.024 , 995.996 
point 989.69  , 997.048 
point 989.318 , 996.886 
point 989.688 , 995.918 
point 990.024 , 995.996 
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point 989.49  , 996.241 
point 989.281 , 996.857 
point 988.667 , 996.518 
point 988.941 , 995.928 
point 989.49  , 996.241 
 
Rem G 
point 989.028 , 1008.981 
point 995.021 , 1010.702 
point 1001.035 , 1012.693 
point 1000.881 , 1013.263 
point 996.808 , 1012.17 
point 1000.443 , 1013.715 
point 1000.26 , 1013.781 
point 1000.697 , 1013.763 
point 1000.614 , 1014.202 
point 998.041 , 1013.343 
point 988.713 , 1009.653 
point 989.028 , 1008.981 
point 998.041 , 1013.343 
point 997.658 , 1014.189 
point 995.311 , 1013.435 
point 995.205 , 1013.681 
point 994.123 , 1013.367 
point 993.863 , 1012.88 
point 990.672 , 1011.727 
point 990.592 , 1011.994 
point 988.868 , 1011.466 
point 988.09  , 1011.246 
point 988.713 , 1009.653 
point 988.713 , 1009.653 
point 988.868 , 1011.466 
point 988.494 , 1012.216 
point 988.086 , 1012.382 
point 987.614 , 1012.252 
point 988.09  , 1011.246 
point 988.868 , 1011.466 
 
Rem Ribs H 
point 998.772 , 1012.526 
point 997.837 , 1015.093 
point 997.561 , 1015.013 
point 998.434 , 1012.452 
point 998.772 , 1012.526 
point 998.236 , 1012.398 
point 997.436 , 1014.621 

point 997.056 , 1014.591 
point 997.85  , 1012.154 
point 998.236 , 1012.398 
point 996.279 , 1013.81 
point 995.765 , 1014.796 
point 995.308 , 1014.633 
point 995.611 , 1013.635 
point 996.279 , 1013.81 
point 994.132 , 1013.4 
point 993.681 , 1013.909 
point 993.883 , 1013.033 
point 994.132 , 1013.4 
point 992.384 , 1012.386 
point 991.938 , 1013.592 
point 991.678 , 1013.507 
point 992.042 , 1012.322 
point 992.384 , 1012.386 
point 990.42  , 1012.004 
point 989.682 , 1013.809 
point 989.361 , 1013.729 
point 989.969 , 1011.845 
point 989.969 , 1011.845 
point 989.688 , 1011.739 
point 989.554 , 1012.618 
point 989.187 , 1012.679 
point 989.37  , 1011.578 
point 989.688 , 1011.739 
point 988.25  , 1012.337 
point 987.98  , 1012.896 
point 987.502 , 1012.72 
point 987.636 , 1012.402 
point 988.25  , 1012.337 
point 986.444 , 1011.887 
point 986.151 , 1012.251 
point 985.881 , 1012.235 
point 986.067 , 1011.753 
point 986.444 , 1011.887 
point 986.027 , 1011.754 
point 985.763 , 1012.627 
point 985.445 , 1012.569 
point 985.748 , 1011.535 
point 986.027 , 1011.754 
point 985.472 , 1011.531 
point 984.982 , 1011.84 
point 985.142 , 1011.426 
point 985.472 , 1011.531 
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point 989.528 , 1004.057 
point 989.429 , 1004.329 
point 987.67  , 1003.792 
point 987.821 , 1003.509 
point 989.528 , 1004.057 
point 989.24  , 1004.405 
point 989.196 , 1004.564 
point 987.802 , 1004.056 
point 987.836 , 1003.922 
point 989.24  , 1004.405 
point 987.903 , 1008.296 
point 987.807 , 1008.547 
point 986.194 , 1008.003 
point 986.304 , 1007.675 
point 987.903 , 1008.296 
Rem Bolts 
point 986.302 , 1012.82 
point 986.607 , 1012.768 
point 987.179 , 1012.901 
point 987.41  , 1011.849 
point 987.409 , 1011.85 
point 988.053 , 1010.508 
point 987.861 , 1010.099 
point 987.364 , 1009.96 
point 987.579 , 1009.443 
point 987.878 , 1009.348 
point 987.762 , 1009.24 
point 988.8  , 1007.666 
point 989.16  , 1007.539 
point 988.449 , 1007.213 
point 989.088 , 1006.822 
point 989.297 , 1006.544 
point 989.037 , 1006.494 
point 989.327 , 1006.128 
point 989.755 , 1005.844 
point 989.103 , 1005.443 
point 989.629 , 1005.42 
point 990.045 , 1003.715 
point 989.915 , 1003.342 
point 990.116 , 1002.706 
point 990.582 , 1002.904 
point 990.978 , 1002.902 
point 990.634 , 1003.307 
point 991.543 , 1001.315 
point 991.417 , 1000.785 
point 990.927 , 1000.635 

point 991.845 , 1000.254 
point 991.496 , 1000.078 
point 991.325 , 999.849 
point 989.187 , 998.993 
point 988.591 , 998.678 
point 988.913 , 999.25 
point 988.703 , 1000.526 
point 987.965 , 1000.14 
point 987.747 , 1002.561 
point 987.186 , 1002.222 
point 987.121 , 1004.528 
point 986.388 , 1004.34 
point 986.408 , 1006.482 
point 985.774 , 1006.158 
point 984.873 , 1008.367 
point 985.551 , 1008.365 
point 985.234 , 1009.1 
point 985.238 , 1009.613 
point 984.745 , 1009.706 
point 984.164 , 1010.344 
point 984.734 , 1010.883 
point 984.42  , 1011.379 
point 984.195 , 1012.162 
point 1014.4  , 1016.57 
point 1013.608 , 1016.155 
point 1013.105 , 1016.134 
point 1012.181 , 1015.741 
point 1011.985 , 1015.704 
point 1011.566 , 1015.323 
point 1009.798 , 1014.849 
point 1009.862 , 1014.654 
point 1008.004 , 1014.135 
point 1006.111 , 1013.17 
point 1004.36 , 1012.447 
point 1000.526 , 1011 
point 998.604 , 1010.464 
point 997.092 , 1009.832 
point 996.936 , 1009.508 
point 994.877 , 1008.97 
point 993.018 , 1008.031 
point 991.07  , 1007.522 
Rem Bracket 
point 991.967 , 1001.237 
point 992.268 , 1000.518 
point 992.658 , 1000.598 
point 992.658 , 1000.598 



 

Fig 23  Risk Assessment Form A 
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Fig 24  Risk Assessment Form B 


